In this paper we prove a decomposition theorem for isoparametric submanifolds of hyperbolic spaces. And as a consequence we obtain all polar actions on hyperbolic spaces. We also prove that any isoparametric submanifold of infinite dimensional hyperbolic space is either totally geodesic, or finite dimensional.
Introduction
In the late 1930s Élie Cartan defined the notion of isoparametric hypersurface of a space form, and he proved that an isoparametric hypersurface of Euclidean space is a totally umbilic hypersurface; an isoparametric hypersurface of a hyperbolic space is either a totally umbilic hypersurface, or the standard product Sk x H"~k in Hn+X . But for the sphere case, isoparametric hypersurfaces turn out to be very complicated . In the last ten years many people carried forward this research, see [Ab, FKM, Mü, OT] , but the complete classification is still not known. Recently, the general theory of higher codimensional isoparametric submanifolds of Euclidean space and Hubert space has been studied in [Ha, , Te 1-4, HPT, PT2] .
Let Rn+k • ' be the Lorentz space with the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form (x, y) = ££f xm -xn+k+xyn+k+x, and H"+k = {x £ Rn+k< » \ (x, x) = -1, xn+k+x > 0} , the standard isometric embedding of hyperbolic space with sectional curvature -1 into Rn+k • ' . It is well known that any totally umbilic complete submanifold of Hn+k is L(V, u) = Hn+k7\(V + u), where V is a linear subspace of Rn+k • ' and u £ Rn+k • '. In fact, if V c Rn+k • ' is a Euclidean subspace, i.e., ( , )\V is positive definite, then L(V, u) is a sphere with sectional curvature -l/((u, u) + 1), where u _L V ; if V c Rn+k'1 is a Lorentz subspace, i.e., ( , )\V is a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form with index 1, then L(V, u) is a hyperbolic space with sectional curvature -1/((w,m) + 1), where u 1 V ; if V c R"+k'1 is degenerate, i.e., ( , )\V is a degenerate symmetric bilinear form, then L(V, u) is flat and isometric to a Euclidean space. We will call L( V, u) spherical if V c R"+k • ' is a Euclidean subspace, hyperbolic if V c Rn+k • ' is a Lorentz subspace, and flat if V c Rn+k • ' is degenerate.
A submanifold M" of 77"+^ is called isoparametric if it has a globally flat normal bundle and the principal curvatures along any parallel normal vector field are constant. In this paper we study isoparametric submanifolds of hyperbolic space and show that any isoparametric submanifold M" of Hn+k is either an isoparametric submanifold of a totally umbilic hypersurface of Hn+k , or a standard product of an isoparametric submanifold of a spherical umbilic submanifold and a hyperbolic umbilic submanifold in Hn+k . As a consequence we are able to classify all polar actions of connected, closed Lie subgroups of 0(n, 1) on 77". Let F be a separable Hubert space. Let V = R @ V with the inner product ((s, x), (t, y)) = -st + (x, y) where s, t £ R, x, y £ V.
Then F is a Lorentz Hubert space. Let 77(F) = {(s, x) £ V \ -s2 + (x, x) = -1, 5 > 0}. It is well known that 77(F) is a Riemannian Hubert hyperbolic space with constant sectional curvature -1 . In this paper we prove that if M is a submanifold of a Hubert hyperbolic space 77(F) with finite codimension, and M satisfies: (1) u(M), the normal bundle of M in 77(F), is globally flat, (2) for any parallel normal vector field v , the shape operator Av(X) is orthogonally equivalent to the shape operator Av(y) for all x, y £ M, (3) the shape operator Av is a compact operator for any v g v(M)x , then M is either of finite dimension, or a totally geodesic submanifold of 77(F), i.e., M = 77(F) n Vx, where Vx is a Lorentz Hubert subspace of V.
This paper is organized as follows: in §1 we prove the basic properties of isoparametric submanifolds of hyperbolic space, and the decomposition theorem is given in §2. In §3 we obtain all polar actions of connected closed Lie subgroups of 0(n, I) on Hn , and in §4, we study the infinite dimensional case.
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Basic properties
Suppose a submanifold M" of 77"+^ is isoparametric, i.e., the normal bundle of M in H"+k is globally flat and the principal curvatures along any parallel normal vector field are constant. Let v(M) be the normal bundle of M in R"+k'1 . Then u(M) is globally flat, hence {Av \ v £ u(M)q} is a family of commuting self adjoint operators on TMq for any q £ M. So, there exists a common eigendecomposition TMq = 0f=1 E¡(q), at q. Since the principal curvatures along any parallel normal vector field are constant, the E¡, i = 1, 2, ... , p are smooth distributions and there exist vx,v2, ... ,vp , parallel normal vector fields, such that for any normal vector v £ v(M)q , we have AV\E¡ = (v,Vi)idE,.
The E¡ are called the curvature distributions of M, and the v,■ are called the curvature normals of TV7 in Rn+k • ' .
1.1. We will make the following standing assumptions:
(1) M has p curvature distributions, Ex, E2, ... , Ep, and rank(F,) = m¡.
(2) Let {ej \ I < j < n} be a local orthonormal tangent frame for M, such that E¡ is spanned by {ej | p¡-X < j < p¡} , where p¡ = Y^,'s=\ ms, po = 0.
(3) Let {e\,|« + l<a<rt + A:-l-l} be a local orthonormal parallel normal frame for M in Rn+k>x, where en+k+x(x) = x for x £ M.
Remark, (a) Since M" c Hn+k , we have Aq = -I on TqM. Hence there is a smooth vector field u¡ on M, such that v¡(q) = u¡(q) + q .
(b) Since the orthonormal frame field {ea} for TV7 is parallel, we have coaß = 0 for all a, ß, and coaj = ~{Vi, ea)Wj where p¡-X <j< p¡. u, v) . Suppose en+k is a normal vector field of L(V, u) in Hn+k , and X: Hn+k -» Rn+k'x is the standard isometric embedding. Then v = -aX + ben+k , so 0 = -adX + bden+k . For any tangent vector field Z on M, we have, bden+k(Z) = aZ . Since b / 0, en+k is a parallel normal vector field and Ain+k has constant eigenvalues on M. Therefore the normal bundle of M in Hn+k is flat and the principal curvatures along any parallel normal vector field are constant, i.e., M is isoparametric in Hn+k . D 1.4 Proposition. M is full in Hn+k iff vx, v2, ... ,vp span v(M). Proof. If M is not full in Hn+k then M is included in a totally umbilic hypersurface of Hn+k , i.e., there exists v £ R"+k'1 , v ^ 0, such that (v, x) is constant on M. Hence v is a constant normal field on M, we have Av = 0. On the other hand we know AV\E¡ = (v, v¡)idE,■. Therefore (v, v,) = 0, i = 1,2, ... , p . Since v ^ 0, vx, v2, ... , vp do not span v(M).
If vx, v2, ... , vp do not span u(M), then there exists a normal field v on M, such that (v , v¡) = 0, i = 1, 2, ... , p, and we have Av \E¡ = (v ,'vi)idE¡ = 0, i = 1, 2, ... , p , Av = 0; i.e., v is constant on M. Then where p¡'-X < i < p¡<, Pj'-X < j < Pj>, Pk'-\ < k < pk,, and j / k . (1) ykj = 0, if Pj>-X <k<pj,.
( Proof. Let Y be the endpoint map,
where l¡ ( (ii) Let q* = q + v(q), then
(iii) If {ea} is a local parallel normal frame on M, then {ë~a} is a local parallel normal frame on Mv , where ea(q*) = ea(q). (iv) E*(q*) = Ej(q) are the curvature distributions of Mv, and the corresponding curvature normals are given by
(v) The focal hyperplane l*(q*) of Mv associated to E* is the same as the focal hyperplane l¡(q) of M associated to E¡.
Proof. The same proof as for Euclidean space works here. For details see [PT2, Tel] . D 1.11 Theorem. Let M be a complete isoparametric submanifold of Hn+k c Rn+k'1, E¡ the curvature distributions, v¿ the curvature normals, and I¡(q) the focal hyperplanes associated to E¡ at q £ M. Let S,(q) denote the leaf of E¡ through q.
(1) If (v¡, v,) > 0, then
is the standard sphere of £, + c¡, with radius l/\v¿\ and centered at c¡.
(2) If (Vi,v¡) <0, then
(v) Si(q) is the standard hyperbolic space of c¡¡ + c¡, with radius l/\v¡\ and centered at c¡, i.e.,
(3) lf(v,,v,) = 0,then (i) Vj(x) = c¡ is a constant on S¡(q). (ii) Ej(x) © Rvj(x) + Rx is a fixed m¡ + 2 Lorentz subspace Ci for x £ Si(q).
(iii) Sj(q) is aflat umbilic hypersurface of the hyperbolic space Hn+k n c«.
Proof. The proof for ( 1) and (2) is the same as for Euclidean space. For details see [PT2, Tel] . Proof of'(3) . For simplicity, we assume i = 1.
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x is a fixed mx + 2 Lorentz subspace for all x G Si(<7). (2) Let <pi be the diffeomorphism of M defined by <p¡(q) = the antipodal point of q in the leaf sphere S¡(q) of F, for i = I + 1, ... , p .
(3) Sp denotes the group of permutations of {1,2, ... , p}. It follows from ( 1 ) of ( 1.11 ) that Vl = X + 2^y t = l+l,...,p, and cp,(q) = Rq(q) ■ Since cp, is a diffeomorphism, it follows from (1.10) that 1.14 Proposition. If i > I + 1, then 2(i>,/(w,, v¡), v¡) ^ 1 for all j, i.e., 1 -2(v¡, Vj)/(Vi, v¡) ¿ 0 for all j.
1.15 Theorem. There exist permutations a¡+x, ... , op £ Sp such that
(1) Ej((pl(q)) = Ea¡U)(q), i.e., <p*(Ej) = Ea¡U). In particular, mj = maiU).
(2) v0iU)(q) =(l-¿^"if) Vj(<pi(q)) and
(3) A»(^í))=(l-2<^u>)"1«di(J)(íf),
where i> I + 1, 1 < / < p.
Proof. The same proof as for Euclidean space with trivial modifications. D 1.16 Corollary. The subgroup Wq of 0(v(M))q generated by R%t, i = l + l, ... , p, is a finite group.
The Decomposition Theorem
Suppose Mn c Hn+k c Rn+k<1 is a full isoparametric submanifold with curvature normals vx, v2, ... , vp such that (2) If (v¡, v¡) = 0, then by (1) Contradiction.
If k' > I and vk, = (I -ak!¡,)Vi> + af.'j,, then either ak,'j, < 0, or ak,'j, > 1 because (vk< ,vk*)>0.
By ( So, Ex(x) ® Rvx(x) is constant for x in N(q).
From (1.11) we know that Fi (x) © Rvx (x) is also fixed on any fiber of X*, so Vm+X = E\(x) © Rvi(x) is a fixed m + 1 Lorentz subspace of Rn+k'1 .
Since (x + 7^L,vx(x)) = 0, x*(x) = x + 1^eV-
for any x £ M, i.e., X*(M) = Mx c V1-. Moreover, by direct computation we see that X*(M) = Mx is isoparametric in the sphere of Vs-with radius (-1 -l/(vx, vx))xl2, centered at the origin. Suppose P is the orthogonal projection of Rn+k • ' onto V. Then P\M:M^Hm (. l .V P\M(x) = -,V^X\ \{vi,vi)J (vx,vx)
is surjective, and X* = 1 -P\M. Therefore M = Hm x Mx . G
Polar actions on 77"
Suppose G is a connected, closed Lie subgroup of 0(n, 1), and the isometric action of G on 77" is polar (see [PT1] ), i.e., 77" has a connected, closed submanifold which meets all orbits orthogonally. Any such submanifold is called a section of 77" . Suppose q £ 77" is a regular point, H(Lq) is the unique section through q . Since sections are totally geodesic submanifolds of 77" , therefore 77(Z9) = "Lq n 77" , where Z? is a (m, I) Lorentz subspace of (1) If x G HÇL9) ni, then (Çgx,v) = 0 for all g G G, { G g, the Lie algebra of G, hence, (gx, v) is constant on G. Therefore, we have (gx,v) = (x,v) = c V#gG, i.e., C7x C /. So, 07(77(1,) n /) c / n 77" .
(2) Since 77" = 077(1,), for any y g 77" n / there exist h£G, x G 77 (1, (1) Codim(AT) < oo .
(2) v(M), the normal bundle of M in 77(F), is globally flat.
(3) If v is a parallel normal vector field on M, then AV(X), Av^ are orthogonally equivalent for all x, y £ M. In order to prove Theorem 4.3, we need the following lemmas, in which we will always assume that TV7 is a full isoparametric in 77(F) and v(M) is the normal bundle of M in 77(F). Moreover, if we suppose vo = 0, then dim(F,) < oo, for i / 0. Proof. The same proof as for the finite dimension case works here, because Av is compact and selfadjoint. a E¡ are called curvature distributions, v¡ are called curvature normals. We will assume that {e¡ \ i £ TV} is an orthonormal frame for 77(F), such that {e¿ | i > k} is an orthonormal tangent frame for M, where e¡ is in some curvature distribution, and {ea\ I < a < k} is an orthogonal normal frame of T17 in 77(F). Proof. The same proof as for (2.1). G 4.10 Lemma. (I) M has at most one curvature normal whose length < 1.
(2) If v¡ is a curvature normal of M, then v,/ 0. Proof. ( 1 ) Suppose there are at least two curvature normals whose length < 1 . Then, by (4.6), we can choose u,, Vj, i # /, such that \v¡\ < 1, \vj\ < 1 , and if |u/| < 1 , then \v¡\ > \v¡\ and (v¡, Vj) > (v¡, v¡), for I £ i. By (4.9) ci.«;>-1-£ E (^jqïrri) a contradiction. Thus vV7 has at most one curvature normal whose length < 1.
(2) Suppose fo = 0 is a curvature normal of M. By (1) and (4.6) we know that M has only finitely many curvature normals, and M has at least one nonzero curvature normal, since M is full. Hence we can choose v¡, such that \Vj\ < \vi\, for all / # 0. Then, by (4.9) we have <«...>>-!-E E^^ttj-. On the other hand, if 0 < a{-< 1, and v¡ = a\¡Vj , then \v¡\ = a'ij\Vj\ < \vj\ , a contradiction. So, if v¡ = a'^Vj, then either a\} < 0, or a'tj > 1. Hence we have^ E«,>2;^T7)ï°. / t "¡7V <7 ' t),=fl^; e'eEl 4/0,1 a contradiction. Therefore M has no zero curvature normal. G 4.11 Proof of Theorem 4.3. By (4.6) and (4.10), we know that A-Í has only a finite number of curvature normals and none of them is zero. Therefore, by (4.4), M is of finite dimension. G 4.12 Theorem. Suppose M is an isoparametric Hubert submanifold of 77(F), then M is either of finite dimension, or a totally geodesic submanifold of 77(F), i.e., M = H(V)(lVx, where Vx is a Lorentz Hubert subspace of V. Proof. The direct corollary of (4.2) and (4.3). G
